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365 years of history are proof of our commitment 
to quality. Fiskars products are ingeniously 
functional, uniquely user friendly, impressively 
long-lasting and aesthetically iconic. 
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Enjoy the precious little 
moments of the everyday.

We invite you to experience the touch of orange 
- the joyful feeling of empowerment, achievement 
and self-expression when using our tools.

After all, what really matters in life are the precious 
little moments of the everyday.
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By conducting extensive user studies we have learnt a great 
deal about Busy Homemakers. They lead an active lifestyle 
and enjoy preparing healthy meals for their families. Busy 
Homemakers appreciate good design that combines visuality 
and functionality. 

Consumer insight
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We want to empower Busy Homemakers 
in their kitchens - every day. Therefore, 
we design products that take the whole 
cooking process into account. Fiskars 
kitchen tools are easy to use, clean and 
store. This we call Kitchen Management. 
The products form a visually compatible 
collection that creates harmony in the 
kitchen. They are perfect together.

 Easy to use
 Easy to clean
 Easy to store
 Perfect together

Our Kitchen Philosophy



”My life is pretty hectic as I have 
to juggle work, family and hobbies. 
However, I want to try new things, 
when I cook for my family. A healthy 
meal is a way to show that I care 
for them.”

Valeria, 39, working mother of two kids
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The Fiskars Functional Form collection 
forms meal-based concepts that make 
the products more attractive to buy and 
easier to sell.

Fiskars Functional Form.
Perfect together.

Concept thinking



”There are too many options when 
looking for a new pan, and they are 
all so similar. I wish buying a pan was 
easier.”

Gianni, 41, working father of two kids
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Four different hobs need four different 
pans. Fiskars has created new pans for 
each hob for the most efficient heating. 
Matching the right pan to the right hob 
has never been so easy.

Fiskars Functional Form.
Perfect together.

Concept thinking

Traditional Ceramic

Gas Induction



Products
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Functional Form

The Functional Form collection consists 
of a wide range of high quality kitchen 
knives, utensils, cookware and cutlery. 
They form a visually harmonious collection 
that empowers everyday life by being 
easy to use, clean and store.
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Compact and lightweight knife ideal for peeling and cutting fruit and 
vegetables.

Compact and lightweight knife with a curved blade ideal for precise peel-
ing of small fruit and vegetables.

Center-tipped versatile knife ideal for a wide range of peeling and cut-
ting tasks.

Serrated blade ideal for cutting foods with a thin crust or skin.

 
Ideal for spreading butter or soft cheeses.

 
Small general purpose knife with a strong blade ideal for most cutting 
tasks.

Medium-sized general purpose knife with a strong blade ideal for most 
cutting tasks.

SAP Item no: 1014227 | 7 cm, 38 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014206 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014205 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014208 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014191 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014196 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014195 | Retail box: 5

Peeling knife

Curved peeling knife

Paring knife

Tomato knife

Butter knife

Small cook’s knife

Medium cook’s knife
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Functional Form

Large general purpose knife with a strong blade ideal for most cutting 
tasks.

Asian style general purpose knife with a broad blade ideal for preparing 
meat, fish and vegetables.

Universal, all-round knife ideal for most cutting tasks.

 
Long serrated blade ideal for cutting bread with a hard crust.

 
Slim and flexible blade ideal for filleting meat and fish.

 
Long and flexible blade ideal for precise, thin slicing of ham and salmon.

 
Straight blade with a fine cutting edge ideal for carving meats.

SAP Item no: 1014194 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014179 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014204 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014210 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014200 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014202 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014193 | Retail box: 5

Large cook’s knife

Asian cook’s knife

Kitchen knife

Bread knife

Filleting knife

Ham & salmon knife

Carving knife
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Functional FormFunctional Form

Easy to use and easy to clean large general purpose knife with a protec-
tive sheath.

Carving fork for all types of meat.

 
Durable sharpening steel for re-sharpening knives.

 
Versatile knife with a serrated blade ideal for use at the dining table or 
in the kitchen.

Small all-round knife ideal for a wide range of peeling and cutting tasks.

 
Comfortable and lightweight knife with a serrated blade ideal for cutting 
steak.

The essential knife set for all kinds of cutting tasks at the dining table or 
in the kitchen.

SAP Item no: 1014197 | 20 cm, 111 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014192 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014226 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014279 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014276 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014280 | Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014274 | 121 g, Retail box: 5

Large cook’s knife with blade protector

Carving fork

Sharpening steel

Table knife set, black

Utility knife set, black

Steak knife set, black

Small knife set, black
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Functional FormFunctional Form

Versatile knife with a serrated blade ideal for use at the dining table or 
in the kitchen.

Small all-round knife ideal for a wide range of peeling and cutting tasks.

 
The essential knife set for all kinds of cutting tasks at the dining table or 
in the kitchen.

Designer knife block made of birchwood for compact upright storage.

 
Designer knife block made of birchwood with the five most essential 
knives for cooking.

Designer knife block made of birchwood with the five most essential 
knives for cooking.

Designer knife block made of birchwood with the five most essential 
knives for cooking.

SAP Item no: 1014278 | 123 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014275 | 120 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014272 | 121 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014228 | 1720 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014211 | 2100 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014190 | 2130 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014209 | 2130 g, Retail box: 5

Table knife set, orange

Utility knife set, orange

Small knife set, orange

Knife block for 5 knives

Knife block with 5 knives

Knife block with 5 knives, black

Knife block with 5 knives, white
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Functional Form

Designer knife block made of birchwood with the seven most essential 
knives for cooking.

Birchwood cutting station with an exchangable plastic board - easy to 
use, easy to clean and easy to store.

Birchwood cutting station with three exchangable plastic boards - easy 
to use, easy to clean and easy to store.

Three replacement plastic cutting boards to complement the Fiskars 
Cutting Station.

Safe and easy to use tool for sharpening knives.

Perfect for fresh and tasty salads, for preparing and serving. Dishwasher-
safe.

Perfect for preparing and serving either as salad spoons or clicked 
together as tongs. Easy take-apart function.

SAP Item no: 1014225 | 2780 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014229 | 1686 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014212 | 2100 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014213 | 627 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014214 | 55 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1014433 | Retail box: 2

SAP Item no: 1014434 | Retail box: 4

Knife block with 7 knives

Cutting station, 2 pieces

Cutting station, 4 pieces

Replacement cutting boards, 3 pieces

Roll-Sharp™

Salad spinner

Salad tongs
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Functional Form

Perfect for easy slicing. Finger-guard makes it safe to use.

 
Perfect for easy grating. Finger-guard makes it safe to use.

 
Perfect for easy grating. Finger-guard makes it safe to use.

 
Perfect for tasty salad dressings. Preparing, serving and storing salad 
dressing is easy by just twisting the silicone lid.

Perfect for easy peeling. Softgrip™ handle 

 
Perfect for easy peeling. Softgrip™ handle.

Perfect for tasty cooking. The grid can be flipped for easy cleaning.

SAP Item no: 1014416 | Retail box: 2

SAP Item no: 1014410 | Retail box: 2

SAP Item no: 1014412 | Retail box: 2

SAP Item no: 1014347 | Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1014418 | Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1014419 | Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1014349 | Retail box: 4

Vegetable slicer

Coarse grater

Fine grater

Dressing shaker

Fixed blade peeler

Swivel blade peeler

Garlic press
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Functional Form

Perfect for easy whisking. Especially suitable for whisking semi-liquid 
mixtures such as pancake batter.

Perfect for easy whisking. Especially suitable for whisking cream and 
sauces. 

Perfect for clean and safe frying. Fits all pans.

 
Perfect for easy cooking. Collapsible structure makes it easy to store.

 
Perfect for easy cooking and serving. Hard plastic makes the spoon 
sturdy in use and silicone edge wipes the pan perfectly.

Perfect for easy cooking and serving. Hard tip opitimal for sticky foods.

 
Swivel peeler for peeling fruit and vegetables easily.

SAP Item no: 1014437 | Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1014438 | Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1014348 | Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1014345 | Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1014435 | Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1014447 | Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002965 | 6 cm, 32 g, Retail box: 5

Whisk

Spiral whisk

Frying guard

Colander

Spoon

Spatula

Swivel peeler
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Functional Form

Ergonomic swivel peeler with Softouch™ handle. Potatoe-eye remover 
at the tip. The horizontal y-shaped peeler is best suited for longer shapes 
like carrots and cucumbers. Design by Jakob Heiberg.

 
 
 
 
Stainless steel blade cuts apple into eight sections and removes core. 
Apple sections are left in bowl, ready for serving. Design by Jakob 
Heiberg.

 
 
 
 
Removable silicone ring holds seeds and pulp back when pouring. Easy 
to clean. Handle positioned for easy pouring. Design by Jakob Heiberg.

For opening cork-sealed wine bottles. Design by Jakob Heiberg.

 
Suitable for all kinds of cheese, even soft cheese does not stick to the 
blade. Design by Tobias Wandrup.

An ergonomic cheese slicer with a Softgrip™ handle. The angle of the 
stainless steel blade ensures that the cheese does not break while cut-
ting. Design by Tobias Wandrup.

 
 
 
 
An ergonomic cheese slicer with a Softgrip™ handle. The short stainless 
steel blade prevents soft cheese from sticking to the blade. Design by 
Tobias Wandrup.

SAP Item no: 1002998 | 15 cm, 42 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1003017 | 175 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1003003 | 22,5 cm, 163 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002989 | 13,5 cm, 79 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1003006 | 20,5 cm, 40 g, Retail box: 10

SAP Item no: 1002990 | 21 cm, 50 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002991 | 17 cm, 38 g, Retail box: 6

Easy peeler

Apple divider with bowl

Fruit juicer

Wine opener

Non-stick cheese slicer

Cheese slicer

Soft cheese slicer
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Functional Form

For easy cutting of cheese. Holes prevent cheese from sticking to the 
blade. Ergonomic Softgrip™ handle ensures a good grip. Design by 
Tobias Wandrup.

 
 
 
 
Double sided grater system – fine on one side, coarse on the other. Hard 
plastic container for storage. Airtight lid with silicone rim. Razor sharp 
blades. Design by Jakob Heiberg.

 
 
 
Heat-resistant silicone edge on a glass fiber-reinforced nylon spoon with 
a pointed tip, for better control and comfort while cooking or serving 
food. Design by Jakob Heiberg.

 
 
 
 
Heat-resistant silicone edge on a glass-reinforced nylon spatula to give 
better control and convenience cooking or serving food. Design by 
Jakob Heiberg.

 
 
 
 
Pointed tip and heat-resistant silicone tips for more precision and control. 
Design by Jakob Heiberg.

Silicone brush with swivel head. Star-shape of the silicon bristles holds 
liquids better. Design by Jakob Heiberg.

Scraper with asymmetrical silicone head that can withstand tempera-
tures as high as 180°C. Easy to use for scraping at different angles. 
Design by Tobias Wandrup.

SAP Item no: 1002995 | 24 cm, 47 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1003001 | 17,7 cm, 215 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002982 | 29,2 cm, 95 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002985 | 28,2 cm, 85 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002986 | 32 cm, 78 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002987 | 18,5 cm, 50 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1003012 | 26,5 cm, 50 g, Retail box: 10

Cheese knife

Grater with container

Handy spoon

Handy spatula

Handy tongs

Silicone brush

Dough scraper
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Functional Form

Whisk made of stainless steel and silicone-coated wires that will not 
scratch non-stick coatings. Designed to reach the corners of a pan or 
casserole. Design by Jakob Heiberg.

 
 
 
 
Metal pin with non-stick coating that prevents dough from sticking to the 
surface. Ergonomic handles. Winner of the red dot design award 2010. 
Design by Jakob Heiberg.

 
 
 
 
Stainless steel ensures good, firm grip on fish bones.

 
Strong knife magnet to hold knives safely in place.

 
Elegant and strong knife magnet to hold knives safely in place. Made of 
black plastic with matt metal edging. Wall-mounting set included. Design 
by Jens Ulfeldt.

Decorative magnets for hanging knives on the wall, or for storing knives 
wherever they are used in the kitchen. Design by Jens Ulfeldt.

Easy to use sharpener with ceramic grindstone and non-slip base for 
both right- and left-handed use. Ensures an optimal cutting edge and 
lifelong performance. Easy to clean. Dishwasher safe. 

SAP Item no: 1002984 | 29,7 cm, 90 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1003021 | 31 cm, 394 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1003023 | 48 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002919 | 33 cm, 260 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1001483 | 32 cm, 270 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002921 | 23x23x15 mm, 2 pcs, 75 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1001482 | 64 g, Retail box: 6

Non-scratch whisk

Non-stick rolling pin

Fish tweezers

Knife wall magnet

Knife wall magnet

Magnetic knife dots

Roll-Sharp™

*!7:<26B”ILEDIM!
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Functional Form

Easy to use sharpener for both right- and left-handed use.Ensures an 
optimal cutting edge and lifelong performance of your scissors. Easy to 
clean. Dishwasher safe. 

 
 
 
 
Strong shears with serration for cutting fish. Soft-grip handles suitable 
for both right- and left-handed people. Convenient for removing scales, 
opening and cutting fish and fins. Finger-loop handle for convenient use. 
With thumb-operated locking mechanism. Adjustable blade tension.

 
 
 
Strong shears for skinning, cutting and finishing poultry and game. 
Curved, profiled blades make cutting easier and feature groove for cut-
ting bones. Soft-grip handles well-suited for both right- and left-handed 
people. Finger-loop handle for convenient use. With thumb-operated 
locking mechanism. Adjustable blade tension.

 
 
Soft, non-slip handle for safe grip. Strong, sharp blades with serrated 
lower blade for easy cutting. Central soft ring to ease bottle’s caps 
opening. 

Ergonomically designed, large handles for a good grip. Long blades for 
effortless cutting on multiple layers of various materials. Adjustable blade 
tension. Mixed retail box with 3 white and 3 black scissors.

Ideal for various cutting tasks at home, at school and in the office, on 
thick and thin materials. Adjustable blade tension. Mixed retail box with 
3 white and 3 black scissors.

Ergonomic compact scissors ideal for cutting lightweight materials and 
paper. Adjustable blade tension. Mixed retail box with 5 white and 5 
black scissors.

SAP Item no: 1000812 | 75 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1003032 | 22 cm, 164 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1003033 | 25 cm, 200 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1003034 | 22 cm, 101 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002911 | 24 cm, 135 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1001480 | 21 cm, 84 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002910 | 17 cm, 40 g, Retail box: 10

Clip-Sharp™ scissors sharpener

Fish shear

Poultry shear

Kitchen scissors

Large universal scissors

Universal scissors

Universal scissors
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Functional Form

Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your traditional electric hob. 
The thickness of the pan is optimised for faster heating. The durable 
Hardtec coating makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the bakelite han-
dle is safe and stays cool.

Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your traditional electric hob. 
The thickness of the pan is optimised for faster heating. The durable 
Hardtec coating makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the bakelite han-
dle is safe and stays cool.

Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your traditional electric hob. 
The thickness of the pan is optimised for faster heating. The durable 
Hardtec coating makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the bakelite han-
dle is safe and stays cool.

Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your traditional electric hob. 
The thickness of the pan is optimised for faster heating. The durable 
Hardtec coating makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the bakelite han-
dle is safe and stays cool.

 
Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your ceramic hob. The energy 
base is optimised for 50 % faster heating. The durable Hardtec coating 
makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the bakelite handle is safe and 
stays cool.

 
Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your ceramic hob. The energy 
base is optimised for 50 % faster heating. The durable Hardtec coating 
makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the bakelite handle is safe and 
stays cool.

Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your ceramic hob. The energy 
base is optimised for 50 % faster heating. The durable Hardtec coating 
makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the bakelite handle is safe and 
stays cool.

SAP Item no: 1015338 | 24 cm, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1015320 | 26 cm, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1015337 | 28 cm, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1015321 | 26 cm, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1015336 | 24 cm, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1015332 | 26 cm, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1015319 | 28 cm, Retail box: 6

Frying pan 24 cm, optimised for traditional 
hobs

Frying pan 26 cm, optimised for traditional 
hobs

Frying pan 28 cm, optimised for traditional 
hobs

Sauté  pan 26 cm, optimised for traditional 
hobs

Frying pan 24 cm, optimised for ceramic 
hobs

Frying pan 26 cm, optimised for ceramic 
hobs

Frying pan 28 cm, optimised for ceramic 
hobs
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Functional Form

Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your ceramic hob. The energy 
base is optimised for 50 % faster heating. The durable Hardtec coating 
makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the bakelite handle is safe and 
stays cool.

Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your induction hob. The base 
is optimised for efficient and even heating. The durable Hardtec coating 
makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the stainless steel handle is safe 
to use.

 
Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your induction hob. The base 
is optimised for efficient and even heating. The durable Hardtec coating 
makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the stainless steel handle is safe 
to use.

Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your induction hob. The base 
is optimised for efficient and even heating. The durable Hardtec coating 
makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the stainless steel handle is safe 
to use.

 
 
 
 
Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your induction hob. The base 
is optimised for efficient and even heating. The durable Hardtec coating 
makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the stainless steel handle is safe 
to use.

 
Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your gas hob. The thick base 
is optimized for even heating on fast gas hobs. The durable Hardtec 
coating makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the stainless steel handle 
is safe to use with gas.

Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your gas hob. The thick base 
is optimized for even heating on fast gas hobs. The durable Hardtec 
coating makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the stainless steel handle 
is safe to use with gas.

SAP Item no: 1015324 | 26 cm, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1015334 | 24 cm, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1015330 | 26 cm, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1015317 | 28 cm, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1015322 | 26 cm, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1015335 | 24 cm, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1015331 | 26 cm, Retail box: 6

Sauté pan 26 cm, optimised for ceramic 
hobs

Frying pan 24 cm, optimised for induction 
hobs

Frying pan 26 cm, optimised for induction 
hobs

Frying pan 28 cm, optimised for induction 
hobs

Sauté pan 26 cm, optimised for induction 
hobs

Frying pan 24 cm, optimised for gas hobs

 
Frying pan 26 cm, optimised for gas hobs
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Functional Form

Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your gas hob. The thick base 
is optimized for even heating on fast gas hobs. The durable Hardtec 
coating makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the stainless steel handle 
is safe to use with gas.

Fiskars has developed the perfect pan for your gas hob. The thick base 
is optimized for even heating on fast gas hobs. The durable Hardtec 
coating makes cooking easy, no sticking, and the stainless steel handle 
is safe to use with gas.

 
Fiskars has developed  the perfect sauce pan for you. The lid is designed 
for easy pouring, no need for strainers. The base is optimised for faster 
heating. The body is made of durable 18/10 stainless steel and has 
good-grip bakelite fittings. 

Fiskars has developed  the perfect casserole for you. The lid is designed 
for easy pouring, no need for strainers. The base is optimised for faster 
heating. The body is made of durable 18/10 stainless steel and has 
good-grip bakelite fittings. 

Fiskars has developed  the perfect casserole for you. The lid is designed 
for easy pouring, no need for strainers. The base is optimised for faster 
heating. The body is made of durable 18/10 stainless steel and has 
good-grip bakelite fittings. 

 
Fiskars has developed  the perfect casserole for you. The lid is designed 
for easy pouring, no need for strainers. The base is optimised for faster 
heating. The body is made of durable 18/10 stainless steel and has 
good-grip bakelite fittings. 

SAP Item no: 1015318 | 28 cm, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1015323 | 26 cm, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1015316 | 1,5 L, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1015341 | 3,0 L, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1015340 | 5,0 L, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1015339 | 7,0 L, Retail box: 2

Frying pan 28 cm, optimised for gas hobs

 
Sauté pan 26 cm, optimised for gas hobs

 
Sauce pan, 1,5 L, stainless steel

 
Casserole, 3,0 L, stainless steel

 
Casserole, 5,0 L, stainless steel

 
Casserole, 7,0 L, stainless steel
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Functional Form

Salad spoon and fork.

 
Salad spoon and fork.

SAP Item no: 1002952 | 4 pcs, 296 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002953 | 4 pcs, 160 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002954 | 4 pcs, 208 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002955 | 4 pcs, 80 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002956 | 1 pcs, 96 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002960 | 2 pcs, 134 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002948 | 2 pcs, 134 g, Retail box: 6

Knife, matt

Fork, matt

Spoon, matt

Coffee spoon, matt

Cake server, matt

Salad set, matt

Salad set, mirror
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Functional Form

Serving set with spoon and ladle

 
Gift box with four 4-piece settings.

 
Gift box with six 4-piece settings.

 
Gift box with six 4-piece settings.

SAP Item no: 1002959 | 2 pcs, 132 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002958 | 16 pcs, 1200 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002961 | 24 pcs, 1600 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002949 | 24 pcs, 1600 g, Retail box: 6

Serving set, matt

Cutlery set, 16 pcs, matt

Cutlery set, 24 pcs, matt

Cutlery set, 24 pcs, mirror
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KitchenSmart

The KitchenSmart range consists of knives, 
scissors, utensils, cookware and cutlery. 
Each item is designed to be practical 
and yet affordable. The range is ideal for 
anyone seeking to equip their kitchen 
with the basic must-haves.
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KitchenSmart

Small, lightweight, handy knife with straight blade and firm tip. Ideal knife 
for peeling fruit and vegetables. Also suitable for cutting out spots and 
blemishes.

 
 
 
 
Medium-sized, handy, versatile knife for peeling and cutting fruit and 
vegetables.

Medium-sized, handy, versatile knife with serrated blade. Excellent for 
cutting foods with a crust or skin such as bread and tomatoes. Suitable 
also for table use.

 
 
 
 
Long, strong knife with serrated blade. Cuts effortlessly through hard 
bread crusts.

An all-round knife for different cutting tasks.

 
Large knife with broad, strong blade. An all-rounder for cutting meat, 
chopping vegetables and mincing herbs.

Flexible blade specially designed for filleting fish.

SAP Item no: 1002840 | 7 cm, 31 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002842 | 11 cm, 35 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002843 | 12 cm, 37 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002844 | 23 cm, 104 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002851 | 21 cm, 99 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002845 | 21 cm, 111 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002852 | 18 cm, 71 g, Retail box: 5

Peeling knife

Paring knife

Tomato knife

Bread knife

Kitchen knife 21 cm

Cook’s knife

Filleting knife with flexible blade 18 cm
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KitchenSmart

For sharpening knives.

 
For peeling fruit and vegetables.

 
Swivel peeler for peeling fruit and vegetables easily.

 
The angle of the stainless steel blade ensures that the cheese does not 
break while cutting.

The short stainless steel blade prevents soft cheese from sticking to the 
blade.

For easy cutting of cheese. Hollow construction prevents cheese from 
sticking to the blade.

Corkscrew with wings for opening wine bottles easily. Top serves as 
bottle opener.

SAP Item no: 1002846 | 20 cm, 180 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002841 | 6 cm, 27 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002855 | 6 cm, 26 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002859 | 21 cm, 50 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002860 | 17 cm, 40 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002861 | 24 cm, 50 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002856 | 16 cm, 156 g, Retail box: 5

Sharpening steel

Peeler

Swivel peeler

Cheese slicer

Soft cheese slicer

Cheese knife

Corkscrew
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KitchenSmart

For tenderising meat.

 

Mushroom knife, with brush made of polypropylene.

 
Fitted with a removable stainless steel insert to make cleaning easier.

 
Robust zinc alloy nut cracker for most types of nuts.

 
Made of stainless steel, designed for descaling fish.

 

 
Easy to use mechanical can opener.

SAP Item no: 1002892 | 27,5 cm, 292 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002864 | 21 cm, 42 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002878 | 20 cm, 176 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002880 | 17 cm, 200 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002873 | 19 cm, 56 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002874 | 15 cm, 40 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002886 | 21 cm, 190 g, Retail box: 5

Meat hammer

Mushroom knife with brush

Easy to clean garlic press

Nut cracker

Fish scaler

Can opener

Easy can opener
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KitchenSmart

Pizza cutter with nylon blade, especially suitable for use on non-stick 
surfaces.

For slicing hard-boiled eggs easily and effectively.

 
Tea ball infuser shaped as pair of tongs. Tongs make it easy to fill the ball 
with tea leaves and empty it again after use.

Classic rectangular grater with all standard grating functions and robust 
handle at the top.

Stainless steel ice cream scoop with solid handle. 

 
Strong blade ideal for skinning, cutting and quartering poultry and game. 
Groove for cutting bones. Curved, profiled blades make cutting easier. 
Finger-loop handle, well-suited for both right- and left-handed people, 
includes thumb-operated locking mechanism.

 
 
 
Strong blades with serrated lower blade that makes cutting particularly 
easy. Central serrated ring to ease bottle’s caps opening.

SAP Item no: 1002887 | 20 cm, 50 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002888 | 10 cm, 50 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002890 | 15 cm, 20 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002895 | 23 cm, 244 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002889 | 23 cm, 60 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002914 | 23 cm, 152 g, Retail box: 10

SAP Item no: 1002915 | 20 cm, 112 g, Retail box: 10

Pizza cutter

Egg slicer

Tea ball

Grater, 4 sides

Ice cream scoop

Poultry shears

Kitchen scissors with bottle opener
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KitchenSmart

Gift box with four 4-piece settings.

 
Gift box with six 4-piece settings.

 
Salad spoon and fork.

 
Sauce pan in matt-polished stainless steel with an ergonomic handle. 
The sandwich base is suitable for all types of hobs.

Casserole in matt stainless steel, with ergonomic handles. The sandwich 
base is suitable for all types of hobs.

Casserole in matt stainless steel, with ergonomic handles. The sandwich 
base is suitable for all types of hobs.

Casserole in matt stainless steel, with ergonomic handles. The sandwich 
base is suitable for all types of hobs.

SAP Item no: 1002838 | 16 pcs, 1200 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002839 | 24 pcs, 1600 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002837 | 2 pcs, 136 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1004917 | 1,5 l, 800 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1004918 | 2 l, 960 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1004919 | 3 l, 1160 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1004920 | 5,0 l, 1590 g, Retail box: 4

Cutlery set, 16 pcs, matt

Cutlery set, 24 pcs, matt

Salad set, matt

Sauce pan 1,5 L

Casserole 2,0 L

Casserole 3,0 L

Casserole, 5,0 L
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KitchenSmart

Casserole in matt stainless steel, with ergonomic handles. The sandwich 
base is suitable for all types of hobs.

Frying pan in matt stainless steel, with ergonomic handles and a high-
quality Teflon® non-stick coating. The sandwich base is suitable for all 
types of hobs.

 
 
 
 
Frying pan in matt stainless steel, with ergonomic handles and a high-
quality Teflon® non-stick coating. The sandwich base is suitable for all 
types of hobs.

 
 
 
 
Aluminium frying pan with heat resistant bakelite handles and durable 
Whitford Eclipse® non-stick coating. The pans are suitable for all hobs 
apart from induction.

 
 
  
Aluminium frying pan with heat resistant bakelite handles and durable 
Whitford Eclipse® non-stick coating. The pans are suitable for all hobs 
apart from induction.

 
 
 
 
Aluminium frying pan with heat resistant bakelite handles and durable 
Whitford Eclipse® non-stick coating. The pans are suitable for all hobs 
apart from induction.

SAP Item no: 1004921 | 7 l, 1710 g, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1004922 | 24 cm, 1015 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002836 | 28 cm, 1175 g, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1004913 | 26 cm, 830 g, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1004914 | 28 cm, 980 g, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1004915 | 32 cm, 1345 g, Retail box: 4

Casserole, 7,0 L

Frying pan, 24 cm

Frying pan, 28 cm

Frying pan, aluminium, 26 cm

Frying pan, aluminium, 28 cm

Frying pan, aluminium, 32 cm
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Classic

The orange handled Fiskars Classic 
scissors are design icons that have been 
popular for more than four decades. The 
range consists of a wide selection of 
scissors featuring blades made of high 
quality stainless steel.
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Classic

Ideal for all kinds of cutting tasks at home, at school and in the office. 
Adjustable blade tension.

Handles and blades especially made for left-handed users.  Ideal for all 
kinds of cutting tasks at home, at school and in the office. Adjustable 
blade tension.

 
 
 
 
For cutting food and opening packages in the kitchen. Serrated blades 
keep materials in place. Adjustable blade tension.

Lightweight compact scissors with long blades for cutting paper.

 
Lightweight compact scissors with long blades for cutting paper.
Convenient plastic joint for folding. Suitable for both left- and right-
handed people. Multi-purpose, can be used as key ring, in first-aid kits, 
binders, pockets and purses, or when travelling.

SAP Item no: 1000815 | 21 cm, 84 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1000814 | 21 cm, 86 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1000819 | 18 cm, 74 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1000816 | 17 cm, 45 g, Retail box: 10

SAP Item no: 1005134 | 11 cm, 16 g, Retail box: 10

General purpose scissors

Left-handed general purpose scissors

Kitchen scissors

Paper scissors

Foldable scissors
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Classic

The iconic design classic,
with superior quality 
and performance.

Since 1967.
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Edge

Fiskars Edge knives have a sleek, modern 
design and innovative features. The 
specialised coating does much more than 
just gives the knife an attractive black 
finish – it makes it easier to maintain.
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Edge

Small, lightweight, handy knife with straight blade and firm tip. Ideal knife 
for peeling fruit and vegetables. Also suitable for cutting out spots and 
blemishes.

 
 
 
 
Medium-sized, handy, versatile knife with serrated blade. Excellent for 
cutting foods with a crust or skin such as bread and tomatoes. Suitable 
also for table use.

 
 
 
 
Long, strong knife with serrated blade. Cuts effortlessly through hard 
bread crusts.

Sturdy knife with broad, strong blade. Ideal knife for cutting medium 
sized foods.

Large knife with broad, strong blade. An all-rounder for cutting meat, 
chopping vegetables and mincing herbs.

Asian knife for cutting medium sized foods.

 
Asian knife with broad blade. An all-rounder for preparing meat, fish and 
also vegetables.

SAP Item no: 1003091 | 8 cm, 43 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1003092 | 13 cm, 51 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1003093 | 23 cm, 114 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1003095 | 15 cm, 106 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1003094 | 19 cm, 124 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1003096 | 12 cm, 54 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1003097 | 17 cm, 123 g, Retail box: 5

Peeling knife

Tomato knife

Bread knife

Cook’s knife 15 cm

Cook’s knife 19 cm

Deba knife

Santoku knife
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Edge

Easy to use sharpener with ceramic grindstone and non-slip base for 
both right- and left-handed use. Ensures an optimal cutting edge and 
lifelong performance. Easy to take apart for cleaning. Also for thick 
blades such as bigger kitchen knives and cleavers.

 
 
 
Knife block that you can mount on the wall, keep in the drawer or have 
on the counter. The knife block includes a peeling knife, tomato knife, 
bread knife, cook’s knife large and Santoku knife. 

SAP Item no: 1003098 | 16,5 cm, 87 g, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1003099 | Retail box: 6

Roll-Sharp™ knife sharpener

Knife block with 5 knives
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Solid

Fiskars Solid knives are the perfect choice 
for the quality-conscious cook. Non-slip 
handles make the knives exceptionally 
comfortable to work with. 
The stylish range of Solid cutlery is perfect 
for everyday dining but works well also 
on a more festive table setting. 
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Solid

Small, lightweight, handy knife with straight blade and firm tip. Ideal knife 
for peeling fruit and vegetables. Also suitable for cutting out spots and 
blemishes.

 
 
 
 
Medium-sized, handy, versatile knife for peeling and cutting fruit and 
vegetables.

Medium-sized, handy, versatile knife with serrated blade. Excellent for 
cutting foods with a crust or skin such as bread and tomatoes. Suitable 
also for table use.

 
 
 
 

Asian knife with broad non-stick blade. The hollows deliver the non-stick 
effect. An all-rounder for preparing meat, fish and also vegetables.

Sturdy knife with broad, strong blade. Ideal knife for cutting medium 
sized foods.

Large knife with broad, strong blade. An all-rounder for cutting meat, 
chopping vegetables and mincing herbs.

This knife with its thin, flexible blade is specially designed for filleting fish.

SAP Item no: 1002971 | 7 cm, 60 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002972 | 11 cm, 63 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002973 | 12 cm, 63 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002980 | 16 cm, 248 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002977 | 17 cm, 204 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002976 | 21 cm, 224 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002975 | 19 cm, 170 g, Retail box: 5

Peeling knife

Paring knife

Tomato knife

Santoku knife

Cook’s knife 17 cm

Cook’s knife 21 cm

Filleting knife
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Solid

Long, strong knife with serrated blade. Cuts effortlessly through hard 
bread crusts.

Carving knife for all types of meat.

 
Carving fork for all types of meat.

 
Easy to use sharpener with ceramic grindstone and non-slip base for 
both right- and left-handed use. Ensures an optimal cutting edge and 
lifelong performance. Easy to clean. Dishwasher safe. 

 
 
 
 
A magnet for hanging knives on the wall, or for storing knives wherever 
they are used in the kitchen. Design by Jens Ulfeldt.

SAP Item no: 1002974 | 21 cm, 228 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002979 | 23 cm, 230 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002978 | 28 cm, 185 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1003078 | 64 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1003089 | 39 cm, 368 g, Retail box: 4

Bread knife

Carving knife

Carving fork

Roll-Sharp™

Knife wall magnet
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Solid

Gift box with four 4-piece settings.

 
Gift box with six 4-piece settings.

 
Salad spoon and fork.

SAP Item no: 1008834 | 16 pcs, 1150 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1008835 | 24 pcs, 1650 g, Retail box: 4

SAP Item no: 1008836 | 2 pcs, 400 g, Retail box: 4

Cutlery set, 16 pcs, matt

Cutlery set, 24 pcs, matt

Salad set, matt
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Inspiration

Inspiration scissors and utensils are high-
quality products with delightful colours 
and patterns. The handle designs are 
produced with a new and innovative 
method making the décor very durable 
in use.
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Inspiration

Ideal for all kinds of cutting tasks at home, at school and in the office. 
Adjustable blade tension.

Lightweight compact scissors with long blades for cutting paper. 
Adjustable blade tension.

The angle of the stainless steel blade ensures that the cheese does not 
break while cutting.

The short stainless steel blade prevents soft cheese from sticking to the 
blade.

For peeling fruit and vegetables.

SAP Item no: 1000826 | 21 cm, 84 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1000832 | 17 cm, 40 g, Retail box: 10

SAP Item no: 1004831 | 22,5 cm, 50 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1004834 | 17 cm, 38 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1004827 | 17 cm, 22 g, Retail box: 5

Gloria general purpose scissors

Gloria paper scissors

Coconut cheese slicer

Coconut soft cheese slicer

Coconut peeler
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Inspiration

The angle of the stainless steel blade ensures that the cheese does not 
break while cutting.

The short stainless steel blade prevents soft cheese from sticking to the 
blade.

For peeling fruit and vegetables.

 
The angle of the stainless steel blade ensures that the cheese does not 
break while cutting.

The short stainless steel blade prevents soft cheese from sticking to the 
blade.

For peeling fruit and vegetables.

SAP Item no: 1002213 | 22,5 cm, 50 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002215 | 17 cm, 38 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1004828 | 17 cm, 22 g, Retail box: 5

SAP Item no: 1002832 | 22,5 cm, 50 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1002833 | 17 cm, 38 g, Retail box: 6

SAP Item no: 1004905 | 17 cm, 22 g, Retail box: 5

Water cheese slicer

Water soft cheese slicer

Water peeler

Liquorice cheese slicer

Liquorice soft cheese slicer

Liquorice peeler
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Scissors

Fiskars Universal & Multi-purpose 
scissors are high quality products for the 
variety of cutting jobs that occur in any 
home. General purpose scissors have 
ergonomically designed handles that make 
cutting smooth and easy. Cuts+More 
multi-purpose scissors serve many tasks 
around the house and in the garden.
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Scissors

Ideal for all kind of cutting tasks, at school an in the home.

 
Ambidextrous light weight scissors, ideal for cutting paper.

 
Ultimate right-handed multi-purpose scissors.

SAP Item no: 1002703 | 21 cm, 64 g, Retail box: 10

SAP Item no: 1002704 | 18 cm, 40 g, Retail box: 10

SAP Item no: 1000809 | 23 cm, 134 g, Retail box: 3

General purpose scissors

Paper scissors

Cuts+More Multi-tool Scissors
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Knives
All Fiskars knives have a hardness measurement between HRC 
52 and HRC 56. This enables re-sharpening, making them ide-
al for everyday household use. The knife blades are made of 
stainless steel, which ensures that they last for a long time. The 
handles of Fiskars knives are injection-moulded directly onto the 
blade, providing a tight seal that prevents bacteria from lodging 
there. The materials and bond of our handles allow for safe cut-
ting even when wet or greasy. Many Fiskars knives also feature 
a large finger stop that minimises any risk of fingers slipping onto 
the blade.

Maintenance
The better a Fiskars knife is looked after, the longer the intervals, 
before it needs sharpening. However, it is perfectly normal for 
a knife to need sharpening every once in a while to maintain a 
perfect cutting edge. A knife stays sharp longer if you make sure 
to always cut on a suitable surface such as a chopping board 
made of wood or plastic. You should never use the knife directly 
on hard kitchen surfaces as this will blunt the edge.

Professional chefs use a sharpening steel each time when us-
ing a knife, to make sure it is sharp and ready for use. In normal 
domestic kitchens, it is not necessary to sharpen your knives 
as often. It is enough to either sharpen them at regular intervals 
or simply when they need it. Fiskars knives have a hardness of 
between HRC 52 and HRC 56, which makes them ideal for ev-
eryday household use. The harder the blade of a knife is, the lon-
ger it remains sharp. On the other hand, greater hardness also 
makes the knife more difficult to re-sharpen. By contrast, a softer 
blade is easier to re-sharpen, but gets blunt more quickly and 
has to be sharpened more often, although the process is cor-

respondingly easier. Due to their high quality, Fiskars knives stay 
sharp for a notable period of time after re-sharpening. Sharpen-
ing is also made easy, using either a Fiskars Roll-Sharp™ or a 
Fiskars sharpening steel. Using a sharpening steel requires some 
skill. Fiskars knives have a total sharpening angle of 30 degrees 
meaning that the knife should be passed down the sharpening 
steel at the angle of 15 degrees each way, and repeated on the 
other side. Use long, even strokes. Alternatively, using a Fiskars 
Roll-Sharp™ for getting the job done quickly and easily. The 
Roll-Sharp™ should be placed on a flat surface, and the blade 
of the knife pushed backwards and forwards through it, 15-20 
times. This makes sure the sharpening takes place at exactly the 
right angle. It is important that you move the knife backwards as 
well as forwards to make sure it gets sharpened on both sides. 
Irrespective of which method you prefer to use to keep your Fis-
kars knives sharp, you should rinse off the knife using hot water 
and dry it once you are finished.

Cleaning
All Fiskars knives can be placed in the dishwasher. Nevertheless, 
we recommend that knives are washed by hand to keep them 
sharp longer. When washing  your knives by hand, rinse and dry 
them off straight after washing. Fiskars knives must not be left to 
soak. It is also important not to allow food remains to dry on the 
surface of the knife, because acids present in the food residue 
will damage the knife in the long run. If you do put Fiskars knives 
in the dishwasher, it is a good idea to make sure they do not 
come into contact with other utensils, dishes or cutlery, because 
this will cause damage to the cutting edge.
 
Small amounts of rust are sometimes present in dishwashers of 
all kinds, and these can spread around while the dishwasher is 
running. These rust spots can stem from the inside of the dish-
washer itself, or from other items being washed. They may also 
have been left behind by previous washes. If you prefer to wash 
your Fiskars knives in the dishwasher, open the door to let the 
steam escape. It is also a good idea to dry off the knives with a 
dry cloth once the dishwasher cycle is complete. If rust spots do 
appear on your knives you can remove them by using a regular 
steel cleaning product.

Storing
Most knives quickly become blunt, if they are just placed in a 
drawer, because the cutting edge gets damaged by movement 
and contact with other items. To keep Fiskars knives sharp, they 
should either be placed in a knife block or on a magnetic wall 
rack.

Service & Care
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Cutlery
All Fiskars cutlery is made of stainless steel. Despite the name, 
no steel of any type can be absolutely resistant to external influ-
ences. Stainless steel is a name for steel that is rust-resistant, 
and where any small particles of rust can easily be removed us-
ing steel cleaner.

Cleaning
New cutlery should always be washed before first time use. To 
keep Fiskars cutlery looking good for as long as possible, it is 
advisable to polish it with a regular steel cleaning product at least 
once a year.

Handwashing is recommended for Fiskars cutlery to keep the 
items in good condition. Cutlery should be dried carefully af-
ter washing. If cutlery is placed in the dishwasher, it should be 
rinsed beforehand. Once the dishwasher cycle is complete, the 
door should be opened to let the steam escape. To get the very 
best result, cutlery should be dried with a cloth once the dish-
washer cycle is complete.

Small amounts of rust are sometimes present in dishwashers of 
all kinds, and these can spread around while the dishwasher is 
running. These rust spots can stem from the inside of the dish-
washer itself, or from other items being washed. They may also 
have been left behind by previous washes. If rust spots do ap-
pear on your cutlery, you can remove them by using a regular 
steel cleaning product.

Scissors
The handles of all Fiskars scissors are injection-moulded directly 
onto the blades. This makes them as hygienic as possible, be-
cause there are no cracks and gaps in which bacteria can accu-
mulate. Our handles are made of impact-resistant plastic. 

The nickel-free blades are precision-ground, and made of hard-
ened Swedish Sandvik steel with a hardness of HRC 55 or HRC 
57. The tension between the blades can be easily adjusted.

Maintenance
Most of the handles on Fiskars Classic scissors are made of 
polybutylene terephthalate (PBT), a plastic that can be sterilised 
effectively using either gamma rays or an autoclave. If you use 
an autoclave, the temperature should not exceed 137°C. It is a 
good idea to keep the blades sharp by regular use of a Fiskars 
Clip-Sharp™. Fiskars scissors are generally dishwasher safe.

Storing
Some Fiskars scissors are sold in a storage cover that makes 
sure no one catches their fingers or hands on the points if the 
scissors are lying around or are in a drawer. The cover also helps 
protect the scissors against damage, and keeps them sharp lon-
ger.

Service & Care
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Cookware

Fiskars uses durable materials of high-quality and also invests 
in R&D in order to make the best possible cookware, every day.

Aluminium and stainless steel for the best pots and pans
As a core material for coated pans aluminium beats all others 
thanks to its phenomenal heat conductivity. Also the sides of 
the pan heat the food.  Aluminium pans are easy to handle be-
cause aluminium is a light metal. It is also a soft material, which 
is why we coat the entire pan so it can withstand wear much 
better. Stainless steel is extremely durable, easy to care for and 
to clean. Stainless steel withstands very high temperatures and 
corrosive substances, such as acids. Only highly concentrated 
solutions of cooking salt and extremely strong acids can dam-
age a stainless steel surface.  Products with bakelite fittings are 
oven safe up to 150 degrees and products with stainless steel 
fittings up to 250 degrees.

Coatings
The quality of the coating is essential and therefore Fiskars is 
constantly working to make coatings stronger and to further im-
proving their non-stick properties. The Fiskars PTFE-coating has 
excellent non-stick properties. The advantages of this coating in-
clude its hardwearing nature and effective corrosion protection. 
For a longer life span, please use plastic and wooden utensils. 
Fiskars coatings do not contain Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA).

Service & Care

All Fiskars Kitchen products are officially approved for use in direct contact with food products.

Use and Maintenance
Put some oil or a couple of tablespoons of water in the pan be-
fore starting to cook. Do not heat up an empty pan. Once the oil 
has browned or the water has evaporated, the pan is hot enough 
for frying. Fry on moderate heat. Temperatures above 250 °C can 
damage the coating.  Do not add salt before the water is boiling, 
and do not store food in coated pans. Hot cookware should not 
be put in cold water as the temperature shock may cause the 
base to become uneven.

Cleaning
Wash the cookware before using it for the first time and clean the 
cookware immediately after use. The stainless steel products are 
dishwasher safe. Washing coated aluminium and stainless steel 
cookware by hand will prolong their life span.
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Product family Handwash 
recommended

Dishwasher 
safe

Material Hardness Softgrip™ Notes

Classic - • Swedish Sandvik steel HRC 57 - *

FunctionalForm Kitchen - • Swedish Sandvik steel HRC 57 •

Essential - • Swedish Sandvik steel HRC 57 -

Inspiration - • Swedish Sandvik steel HRC 57 - Patterns of Gloria by Christian Aminoff / Provoke

Cuts+More • - Stainless steel HRC 55 - Titanium blade coating

SmartCut • - Stainless steel HRC 55 -

KitchenSmart - • Stainless steel HRC 55 -

* Handles made of impact-resistant PBT, PP or ABS plastics | Classic scissors with orange handles (except nos. 859445,  859487, 999361, 999261, 999262, 999263 and 999264) can be 
sterilised using an autoclave at temperatures of up to 137°C 
 
The blade tension of most of our scissors can easily be adjusted by tightening the screw, enabling simple cleaning as well .

Scissors

Product family Designer Handwash 
recommended

Dishwasher 
safe

Material Hardness Softouch™

Functional Form Fiskars • • Japanese stainless steel HRC 52 •

KitchenSmart Tobias Wandrup • • Stainless steel HRC 53 -

Edge Fiskars • • Japanese stainless steel HRC 53 -

Solid Tobias Wandrup • • German stainless steel HRC 55 -•

Knives

Product family Designer Handwash 
recommended

Dishwasher 
safe

Material

Functional Form Jakob Heiberg, Tobias Wandrup, Tobias Jacobsen, Henriette 
Willerup, Bjarne Bo and Jens Ulfeldt 

- • Reinforced 50% fiberglass content nylon 
*, **

Inspiration Fiskars - •

KitchenSmart Fiskars - •

* This concerns most of the products in the range 
** Silicone used is heat resistant up to 180 °C 
*** Most of the products in the range are heat resistant up to 220 °C

Utensils

Technical information
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Product family Designer Handwash 
recommended

Dishwasher 
safe

Material

Functional Form Tobias Jacobsen - • Japanese stainless steel

KitchenSmart Designit - • Stainless steel

Solid Magnus Lundström - • Stainless steel

Cutlery

Product family Designer Dishwasher 
safe

Material Coating Oven temperature Hob optimised All hobs

Functional Form pans 
optimised for Ceramic hobs

Aivan • Aluminium Hardtec max 150 °C Ceramic

Functional Form pans 
optimised for Induction hobs

Aivan • Stainless Steel Hardtec max 150 °C Induction

Functional Form pans 
optimised for Gas hobs

Aivan • Aluminium Hardtec max 150 °C Gas

Functional Form pans 
optimised for Traditional hobs

Aivan • Stainless Steel Hardtec max 150 °C Traditional

Functional Form Casseroles and 
Saucepan

Aivan • Stainless Steel max 150 °C •

KitchenSmart | Stainless Steel 
Saucepans & Casseroles

Tobias Jacobsen • Matt-polished 
stainless steel

max 200 °C •

KitchenSmart | Stainless Steel 
Frying pans

Tobias Jacobsen • Matt-polished 
stainless steel

Teflon® non-stick 
coating

max 150 °C -•

KitchenSmart | Aluminium Frying 
pans

Tobias Wandrup Aluminium Whitford Eclipse®  
non-stick coating

max 150 °C - -• 
(excl. induction)

Cookware

Technical information
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Kitchen | Garden | Crafting | Sewing | School & Office | Beauty

Fiskars has been part of the evolution of tools since 1649. 
Our scissors have cut millions of meters of fabrics. Our axes 
have worked millions of trunks. Our knives have cut millions 
of slices of bread - all with a superior outcome.

Hämeentie 135 A, P.O. Box 130  |  FIN-00561 Helsinki, Finland
Tel. +358 204 3910  |  Fax: +358 204 39 5180


